The Four Ws of Reporting Bullying

1. Who was involved?

2. What happened?

3. When did the bullying occur?

4. Where did the bullying occur?
Which Is It, Tattling or Reporting?

1. “Laura keeps staring at me.”
   
   This is [ ] tattling  [ ] reporting

2. “A sixth-grader is pushing some little boys off the monkey bars.”
   
   This is [ ] tattling  [ ] reporting

3. “Brad keeps throwing my lunch on the floor. I can’t eat it, and I end up being hungry all afternoon. He’s done this every day this week.”
   
   This is [ ] tattling  [ ] reporting

4. “Susan keeps trying to poke me with a pair of scissors.”
   
   This is [ ] tattling  [ ] reporting

5. “Nathan turned in his math assignment without finishing it.”
   
   This is [ ] tattling  [ ] reporting

6. “Mark and Tasha keep throwing rocks at the kids playing on the swings.”
   
   This is [ ] tattling  [ ] reporting

7. “Tara is hogging the jump rope.”
   
   This is [ ] tattling  [ ] reporting

8. “Anna and Susan keep chasing me and trying to kiss me. I don’t like it.”
   
   This is [ ] tattling  [ ] reporting